FALSE ALBACORE LURES (from page 7)
Albie Snax
This is a long casting and long lasting
plastic with unreal action, Bubble Gum
stands out against a sea of bay
anchovies. White has been a great
striper bait as well. Also, using
a casting egg can help spin fisherman
deliver soft plastics and flies if need
be.
Deadly Dick
The “classic”
lure for funny
fish. The smaller
1L or .85 oz
version in silver
or blue tape are the most popular. Must swap the poor quality
treble for VMC treble or the VMC or Owner inline hooks.
Yozuri L-Jack Jig
Hard to come by the
flat jig that is an
excellent imitation for
picky fish. Single
quality treble. Orange
and pink are top choices when imitating anchovies

THE WATCH

(from page 11)

At press time input from the UMass Dartmouth conference
is still being processed, however, the bottom line is that BOEM
will now have fishing industry and academia input on what
should be included in a research plan before, during and after
construction.
Now it is time to develop the plan and for the fishing
community to reengage on wind farm development. Steve
Medeiros, RISAA President; Rich Hittinger, 1st Vice President
and I (Dave Monti, RISAA 2nd Vice President) are now highly
enhanced with ocean wind farm initiatives. However more help
is needed with upcoming research and public hearings so if
ocean wind farms are something you might be interested in
please let one of us know.
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Electronic catch recording takes center stage
There was a lot of positive energy in the room last month at
the Commercial Fisheries Center on the University of Rhode
Island East Campus. Capt. Rick Bellavance, president of the
Rhode Island Party & Charter Boat Association (RIPCBA),
welcomed about a twenty charter fishing captains, Department
of Environmental Management and NOAA staff members to
the electronic recoding workshop.
Charter captains and government officials were there to
learn how to record catch and effort electronically on computers
using the SAFIS eTRIPS software developed by Harbor Light
Software. (to page 39)
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